
Technical information

HARO Repair putty set - Reparation Lacquer
Art. No. 405 840 405 845

             405 841 405 846

             405 842 405 847

             405 844 405 848

Product description

Characteristics - It's easy to use

- High resistance to scratches and heels

- High resistance to chemicals

Technical data Type of lacquer:

Dry substance: Ca 30%

max 60 g / I VOC

Viscosity: Ca 20 sec (25°C, FC4)

Wearing qualities:Ca 8 mg/100 spins (SIS 923509)

Gloss: Glossy ca 85, semi matte ca 45, matte 25 (approx. values)

Drying time: 1-2 hours at 20°C / 60% R.H.

Coverage: 8 - 10 m²/l (100-120 g/m²) per application

Harmful: Not a classified product

Flammability: Not a classified product

Storage time: 1 year in not opened original packaging

Frost resistant:

Packaging: 12 x 30 ml

Preparations
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The surface to be treated with reparations lacquer should be clean, well

grinded, dry and free from waxes and other impurities. Use lacquer which has

adapted room temperature. The temperature must not fall below 13°C, neither

on the surface nor the lacquer. Before lacquering a damage/repaired damage

the surface must be grinded. Do not cover the damage with rugs or cloths until

a week after application.

This technical information is for your guidance and is based on our most up to date knowledge. This is not an assurance of the 

properties of the described product with regard to the legal provisions of the Guarantee.

Reparation Laquer is a 1-component water based laquer for surface treatment

of wood- and parquet flooring as well as other wooden interiors. Excellent

sealer to reparations filled with "Putty" (also in the HARO Repair putty set).

1-component water based PU / acrylate copolymer

Volatile Organs 

Compound:

To be kept away from frost. Once frozen, the lacquer can 

not be used.


